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Nature and Nurture and Dogs
By: John Medina | Posted: February 22, 2012

It is easy to run across the intersection between nature and nurture in the
everyday routines of life. You can even find it in a crisis, as the following true
story relates.
I was the newly minted founding director of a brain research institute, and a
beautiful 18acre site had just been purchased where our laboratories were to
be built. My happy task was to inspect this parklike setting and recommend
layouts for the buildings.
Pausing near a stand of trees, I suddenly heard a rustle in the far bushes,
quickly followed by very loud, very aggressive barking. Turning around, I
discovered a large dog — a malamute — running towards me full tilt, revealed
in the fullness of his wrath. He was snarling, teeth fully bared, and my back
was against the trees. I suddenly realized I was a) trapped and b) was
probably going to suffer some unpleasant injuries.
What was I to do?
I picked up a nearby branch, drew up to as large a size as I could and faced
the dog. Then I ran directly at him, yelling the only thing I could think of, which
was the word “DOG!!!!” — though I think it came out more as “AARRGH!!!!”
This was not what the dog expected. He suddenly stopped, mouth agape,
noticing my stick. He deftly performed a 180degree turn and bolted in the
opposite direction, mouth closed, tail between his legs. I ran after him,
thinking “Now what am I going to do?”, wondering how long it would take
before the animal discovered my ruse.
In the space of a few seconds, I confronted an interesting slice of our
mammalian evolutionary history, experiencing nature and nurture
simultaneously with this animal — in this case, the use and power of non
verbal communication.
Nonverbal behaviors are commonly employed by higher mammals to relay
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specific kinds of social information. Most of these behaviors are programmed
into the animals’ brains — unlearned — and fall into the “nature” part of the
naturenurture continuum. Baring one’s teeth can show aggression, for
example, and the dog was doing it to signal a threat. (This behavior is also
true of chimps.) Many social mammals possess an array of submissive cues,
too, which can include stooping, baring one’s neck, bowing one’s head,
acknowledging one’s relative rank in a social hierarchy. A nonscientist friend
told me that avoiding eyecontact is the probably the best general strategy for
humans to deploy when facing an unknown dog in a potentially hostile
situation. (The same is also true for orangutans, apparently.) I didn’t know this
at the time, as my behavior clearly showed.
Nonverbal communication is a very potent way to get your point across. But if
you’re going to study these actions, you will also have to know what type of
behavior is appropriate in what situation and what types of animals respond to
specific types of signals. Humans are not born with this behavioral knowledge,
which means we have to learn it. This puts this information squarely into
thenurture column of our behavioral spreadsheet. Puffing yourself up to
become very big, as I did with the dog, worked quite well in spite of my
colleague’s advice. This puffingup behavior strategy also works with cougars.
However, it does not work with grizzly bears. If threatened by a grizzly, you
are supposed to curl into a ball and play dead. An animal’s behavior maybe
hardwired into its head, but since humans aren’t born prearmed with this
knowledge, we have to learn it either from experts or experience.
Do humans possess hardwired nonverbal behaviors, like chimps and cougars
and grizzlies and dogs? The question is quite controversial, and the jury is still
out – way out – on what instincts, if any, we are equipped with at birth (or
reveal themselves when we are adults). One academic field that studies such
things closely is formally termed EBL, short for Emotional Body Language
research. Though much mythology surrounds the idea of body language
(sometimes people cross and uncross their legs simply because they are
tired), real data have emerged. One of the more intriguing has to do with how
body language and gestures interact with human speech, some of which may
actually be hardwired. That’s a subject we will pick up in my next entry.
By the way, the dog turned a corner as I finished chasing him. I never saw
him again. I was in the middle of a reaction first forged in an East African
savannah eons ago, experienced on the grounds of 18 beautiful, manicured,
urban acres.
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